Undeniable elements reveal truths in cultural differences
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I can remember when I was a child,\nI would sit in front of the television and watch cartoon shows.\nI would spend hours on the floor,\njust watching and daydreaming.\n
This is the way I spent most of my childhood.\nI would often watch these shows,\nand dream of being a character in the show.\n
But as I grew older, I realized that these shows were just fantasies,\nand that life was not as simple as it seemed on the screen.\n
Nevertheless, these shows were a great source of inspiration,\nand I used to think about the stories and the characters.\nI would often write stories of my own,\nand try to create my own world,\njust like the ones I saw on the screen.\n
Today, as an adult, I still enjoy these shows,\nand I often reflect on the lessons I learned from them.\nI try to apply what I learned in real life,\nand try to make the world a better place,\njust like the characters I used to admire.\n
These shows were a great influence on me,\nand I will always be grateful for their inspiration.